
Send direct, automated, or hotel-wide broadcast 
messages to hotel guests, giving you multiple 
options for real-time, contactless communication.

ALICE 
GUEST MESSAGING

MORE COMMUNICATION, LESS CONFUSION

Send messages based on predetermined 
criteria like pre-arrival dates and  
check-in times.

Automated Text 
Messages

Contact all of your guests, or specific 
groups, at the same time. 

Broadcast Messages

With a record of each conversation, 
the details won’t be forgotten. 

Conversation History

Maintain personalized service 
and connection -- without 
in-person interactions. 

Personalized Guest to 
Staff Conversations

Save time with dynamic templates 
to ensure consistent replies and cut 
down on some of the busy work. 

Message Templates



Our guests use their mobile phones for everything 
these days, so providing this option to engage with 
us is the ultimate luxury experience. With ALICE, we 
have given our guests the choice to communicate 
with us on their terms.” 

Alex Furrer, General Manager, The Setai

“Texting is a great way to engage with guests in a way 
many of us now communicate. We’re seeing that by 
sending a simple, personalized text before the guest 
arrives we can positively impact guest satisfaction 
and help drive guest loyalty.”

Sietse Nabben, General Manager, Hotel Zelos

“

Facilitate Conversation
Enable two-way digital communication between 
staff and guests so requests are easily received, 
tracked, and completed.

Improve Staff Efficiency
Send broadcast messages to all hotel guests 
at once, or target specific groups.

Deliver Personalized Service
Communicate directly with your guests to answer 
their questions, confirm reservations, discover 
delivery preferences, order room service, and send 
links or PDFs with property information.

Increase Revenue
Make it simple for your guests to request add-on 
services or order room service. 

WRITE TO US: info@aliceplatform.com 

CALL US: +1 (212) 579-2861

VISIT US: www.aliceplatform.com

Find out more The Best Hotels in the World Choose ALICE

25,000+ hoteliers and the world’s top brands       ALICE GET A DEMO

ALICE GUEST MESSAGING

of hotel guests say conversing with a hotel via text message would 
be either “somewhat” or “very” useful (Source)90% 

https://www.aliceplatform.com/schedule-your-alice-demo
https://www.emarketer.com/Article/Guests-Embrace-%20Hotel-Messaging-%20Tools/1015162

